For immediate release

FidoTV Channel debuts new series featuring
Tibor Fiegel
Series focuses on training and rescue efforts by following
Florida Animal Controls 2016 Volunteer of the Year
CASTLE ROCK, CO, (January 6, 2016) — FidoTV Channel announced today that its new original
series devoted to the training of problem dogs and their owners. “Tibor To The Rescue” follows
Florida Animal Control’s 2016 Volunteer of The Year as he tackles problems from nusance to
severe to help owners and their beloved dogs. A native of Hungary, Tibor came to the U.S. and
after modeling in New York and fashion runways discovered his love for dogs and passion for
helping owners fix issues impacting them and their dogs.
“There is a right way and a wrong way to train and fix problems,” said Tad Walden, CEO of
FidoTV Channel. “Tibor brings a firm, but gentle approach and some tricks to help owners
navigate the training needed to make their lives easier and their dogs happier.”
Each episode of Tibor To The Rescue features Tibor helping a new dog owner evaluate and
adopt a new dog from a Florida shelter. Tibor’s approach to evaluating and placing the right
dog with the right owner is invaluable, and is guaranteed to warm your heart as a dog gets a
second chance on a new life.
###
About FidoTV
FidoTV is an independent, linear television channel, mobile application and website dedicated
to dog lovers. The company’s content is 100 percent focused on the canine market and features
family-friendly original programming and acquired programming from around the world. For
more information about FidoTV and where to view it, visit fidotvchannel.com or
https://www.facebook.com/FidoTVChannel/.
For more information about Wild Spirit Wolf Sanctuary visit https://wildspiritwolfsanctuary.org.
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